
Structural editors (also Substantive or Developmental) seek to improve a manuscript’s organization and
content.

The work they do depends on the project, but at this stage the editor helps develop a piece of writing,
taking a look at its substance and structure.

The 4 Types of Editing
REFERENCE GUIDE

Plot: Does the story make sense? Is it believable?

Theme: Does it help or hinder the plot? Is it clear?

Characterization: Are the characters well-developed? Do they act in a consistent manner?

Point of View/Voice: Is the narrator consistent or confused? Is the voice authentic?

Pace: Does the plot drag or move forward at an appropriate pace?

Dialogue: Does it sound realistic? Is it cluttered with adverbs, not suitable to the audience?

Flow: Does the narrative get interrupted by unnecessary tangents?

Thesis: Is it relevant and clearly defined?

Exposition: Are arguments sound and properly supported? Do they relate back to the thesis?

Content: Is the topic clear throughout? Does the narrative lose focus?

Organization: Are chapters logically arranged? Do headings, tables, & illustrations match?

Tone: Is it appropriate for the audience, or filled with jargon?

Pace: Does the narration get bogged down with detail? What areas need more information?
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STRUCTURAL EDITING
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EXAMPLE

Stylistic editors work at the sentence-level, considering language and narrative style. They step in
once a manuscript’s structure/organization is final, but the prose needs a little extra punch.

Stylistic editors will:

● highlight and correct wordiness;

● eliminate jargon (also known as editing for plain language);

● rid excessive use of the passive voice, un-mix metaphors, and suggest smoother transitions;

● consider (or determine) the correct reading level, ensuring it is audience-appropriate.

STYLISTIC EDITING

The scoreboard presided over the football field, showing no mercy in the last few minutes of the

game as the final seconds ticked by. It held Eeach one held for what seemed an eternity, taunting those

foolish enough to pin their hopes and dreams—their very life—on the outcome. His breath came out in

ragged gasps, crystallizing in the crisp fall air. He felt as if he were alone on the field, alone in the spot-

light, every eye upon his back. His life had led up to this one play; this one chance to impress the scouts.

The cheers and commands from fans and coaches alike seemed distant and out of focus, like a badly

tuned radio.

As if from a distance, tThe shrill blast of the referee’s awhistle reached the young quarterback’s

ears. Breathless with panic, struggling to keep his breath even and attention focused, he moved into for-

mation. He chanced another look at Tthe scoreboard. It was a schoolyard bully, cruelly stating the fact

that his team was one touchdown behind. Twenty yards, and twenty-six seconds stood between him and

victory. Between him and the rest of his life. Twenty-five seconds; twenty-four seconds; twenty-three….
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EXAMPLE

Copy editors work to ensure a manuscript is consistent, clear, and accurate. It is the process of
refining grammar, spelling, punctuation, and other mechanics of style.

Copy editors will:

● apply a consistent style to the treatment of numbers and tables;

● check tense, wordiness, and repetition;

● confirm tone is appropriate for the target audience;

● obtain or list permissions;

● smooth transitions between sections, chapters, scenes, etc.

COPY EDITING
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The scoreboard presided over the football field, showing no mercy as the final seconds ticked by.

It held each one for what seemed an eternity, taunting those foolish enough to pin their hopes and

dreams—their very lifelives—on the outcome. His breath came out in ragged gasps, crystallizing in the

crisp fall air. He felt as if he were alone on the field, alone in the spotlight. , eEvery eye was upon his

back, every moment His life had led up to this one play;. tThis was his one chance to impress the scouts.

The cheers and commands from fans and coaches alike seemed distant and out of focus, like a badly

tuned radio.

Through the static came the shrill blast of the referee’s whistle reached the young quarterback’s

ears. Breathless with panic, he struggleding to keep his attention focused as, he moved into formation.

He chanced another look at the scoreboard. It was a schoolyard bully, cruelly stating that his team was

one touchdown behind. Twenty yards, and twenty-six seconds stood between him and victory. Between

him and the rest of his life. Twenty-five seconds; twenty-four seconds; twenty-three….



The score board presided over the football field, showing no mercy as the final seconds ticked by.

It held each one for an eternity., taunting those foolish enough to pin their hopes and dreams—their very

llives—on the outcome. His breath came in ragged gasps, crystallizing in the crisp, fall air. He felt as ifhe

were alone on the field, alone in the spotlight. Every eye was upon his back, every moment had led up to

this one play. This was his one chance to impress the scouts. The cheers &and commands from fans and

coaches seemed distant and out of focus, like a badly tuned radio.

Through the static came the shrill blast of the referee’s whistle. Breathless with panic, he struggled

to keep his atention focused as he moved into formation. he chanced another look at the scoreboard. It

was a schoolyard bully, stating his team was one touchdown behind. Twenty yards and twenty-six   sec-

onds stood between him and victory. Between him and the rest of his life. Twenty-five seconds; twenty—-

four; twenty-three….

Proofreaders correct errors in both text and design. They look for basic spelling and grammar issues,
as well as typesetting errors, misplaced punctuation, and consistency in style and formatting.

Proofreaders will:

● align text;

● ensure consistency in page numbers and running heads;

● mark changes in illustrations and tables;

● check the correctness of the table of contents and cross-references;

● mark illogical, repeated, or missing text and dropped lines.
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PROOFREADING

EXAMPLE

#

t caps

close space



AFTERWORD

My hope is this guide gives you a better idea of the four types of editing, as well as a sense of
what each entails. The excerpts in this guide are lightly edited. The depth of an edit varies
with each project, considering several factors: writing style, intended purpose, deadline, and
so on.

I used an early work of mine for the samples, originally written as a class assignment.
The style in which they are edited most resemble Microsoft Word’s track changes, but some
traditional proofreading marks have been included for clarity. Markup style will differ de-
pending on the program used, but the goal is to convey each suggested change in a clear and
concise manner.

It's best when we all learn together, so feel free to connect with me and other writers
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or Pinterest.

        Write soon,
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HELLO!

https://www.facebook.com/editorjendee/
https://twitter.com/JenlDee
https://www.instagram.com/jenldee/?hl=en
https://www.pinterest.ca/jenniferdinsmoreeditorial/pins/

